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$20,000.00 Internet Marketing Contest Opens to Strong Demand and Creates
an Online Buzz

The Internet TimeMachine, at www.TheInternetTimeMachine.com, is sponsoring a new
$20,000.00 cash giveaway to Internet and affiliate marketers. The contest is rewarded based on
an online video showing the contestant using ideas and trends from the TimeMachine software.
The winner will get a check for $10,000 and the person that referred the winner to the Internet
TimeMachine website will also get a check for $10,000.

Middleton, MA (PRWEB) May 25, 2010 -- With the downturn in the economy and high unemployment still
haunting many States, many people have turned to the Internet to create extra income or replace income that
has been lost during the recession.

The Internet Time Machine, whose software can identify new niches and products that are in demand, is
opening up a $20,000.00 Internet marketing contest. The rules are simple. Find an idea on the Internet Time
Machine, makes some money or create a list with the idea, and upload a video to YouTubeexplaining what you
did and what your results were. The winner of the best video or marketing campaign will get a check for
$10,000, and the affiliate, or person who referred the winner to The Internet Time Machine will also get a check
for $10,000.

"We are pretty excited to have a contest that allows everyone from small marketers and affiliate marketers to
compete on the same playing field." says Internet Time Machine CEO, Curt Dalton. "We aren't going to award
the top prize just to the person that makes the most money.We are looking for creativity, planning, and
persistence in the scope of the project, as opposed to just someone making the most money from an idea."

Internet Marketing and affiliate marketing has grown to a billion dollar a year industry, with some estimates as
high as 82% of Internet sales now coming through either an affiliate sale or a referrer getting compensated
when the sale is made. "People have different strengths in their business, some people know how to drive traffic
to websites, yet don't want to deal with physical products, shipping, and returns." says Curt. "We feel niche
marketing, as the web expands, will be a place where individuals can set up shop and create extra income for
themselves."

The Internet Time Machine software, which took 8 years to design , runs on the newly launched search engine,
NowRelevant.com.

NowRelevant.com offers the user the opportunity to see everything written about a subject, but just for the last
2 weeks. "Internet statistics show that 98% of the people who do searches never go past page 3, or the first 30
results, in a search query. So the rest of the results after page 3 go unseen or never used. We just decided to
focus on current information on topics so the reader doesn't have to filter through the entire history of a topic to
find current information" says Curt.

The current $20,000.00 marketing contest does give "extra points" for those marketers that are able to use
NowRelevant.com in their video or business model. Each contestant has to put the video on YouTube.comby
September 20, 2010. For more information on how to enter or to see the rules, please visit.
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Contact Information
Curt Dalton
888-866-0962

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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